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About This Game

The Bug Butcher is an action-packed 2D side scrolling shoot em up game where peril comes from above.
So in a nutshell, pest control with machine guns in space.

The core mechanics hold old ties from the classic arcade shooter “Super Pang” where you shoot vertically, but with modern day
twists. You are Harry, a brash and tenacious exterminator who has a knack for decimating bugs.
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Harry’s current assignment takes him to the infested futuristic research facility on planet Zoit. The surviving and dwindling
number of scientists employed him for his slaughtering skills. Harry’s mission: survive until the decontamination of the building
is complete, hoard coins like his life depended on it, and protect the scientists at all costs. Watch out for the spiders they have a
particular fondness for rubber encased science/scientist. After landing, you will move from room to room through the facility

blasting rockets, lasers, and wielding the power of lighting upwards at anything not human.
Ravenous swarms and ferocious waves of bugs of every size will attempt to kill you, but luckily there will be weapon and health
pick-ups to aid Harry on his quest. Fierce reflexes are mandatory for survival, but Harry’s brutal power-ups will let the guts fly
and make the larva cry! If you love games with humor, perfect platforming, grotesquely cute art, nightmarish bosses, and real

personality then The Bug Butcher will suit your fancy.

The demo offers 6 fully playable levels and you can upgrade all avaiable weapons and powerups.
We hope this gives you a good introduction into exterminating bugs.
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Title: The Bug Butcher Demo
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Awfully Nice Studio
Publisher:
Awfully Nice Studio
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or Later

Processor: Intel Core Duo or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant video card

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Standard Sound Card

Additional Notes: Gamepad highly recommended

English,German,Japanese
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This game is amazing. I really dont know what to say about it I just finished it with a friend and we both loved it.. I am new for
games, just buy it for my son. He likes a lot.. wow

acid trip without the side effects

10/10. If you liked Starbound, you'll probably like this game too. If you liked Terraria but didn't like Starbound, you probably
won't like this game either.

I just dont find it entertaining. I'm not a fan of these terraria\/minecraft clones that just add "levels" by going a bit deeper. First
you start on the surface to get your basic tools set up. Then you dig just below the surface and explore the cave system (aka level
1). Here you'll find an ore that will help you build better armor and tools, along with a set of enemies.
Dig a little deeper, and you'll reach the next layer (aka level 2). A new ore is introduced which you use for the next tier of
pickaxe and armor, and a new set of enemies is also introduced.

That's the game. Just dig a little deeper to the next level, mine the new ore, make your new armor, and repeat for the next level.

Furthermore, it uses the same lazy item design that Starbound does. just design like 8 special weapon effects for each weapon
type. Now set its damage and throw some randomized modifiers according to item level. Grats. You've just discovered all the
weapons you'll be using for the game (in the first 30 minutes). Top this off with the fact that weapons drop like crazy. Your
inventory will be filled up with weapons that have one of those eight (or however many) effects, along with random modifiers.
The good thing about this, I guess, is that you're always up to date with your weapons (though im not really sure this is actually a
good thing either). The bad thing is that there will never be any real excitement with the weapons. It's more of a chore, going
through the dozens of weapons you just looted in your last 5 minute run, seeing which one has stats\/effect you like, and selling
the rest.

Maybe im doing the game an injustice, as perhaps things start to be a bit more creative once you get further. But I honestly dont
want to get further, because right now it's not fun and I really believe its just going to be the exact same thing over and over. Dig
deeper, new armor, get spammed with weapons. Repeat.

The enemy AI is pretty horrible, though granted as I went further some of them had some neat mechanics. Generally speaking
though, they wont try to jump up to you, theyll just stand directly below you and sit there as you slaughter them with ranged
attacks.

The class abilities are very lackluster as well (or at least for the wizard so far). I got a pet which threw useless projectiles, though
at least it serves as a meatshield \/ aggro distraction. One of the offensive abilities was ok at best, the other seemed downright
useless. I was relying almost entirely on my autoattack, as the abilities just felt like some extra flavor without any real usage
except very slightly bumping up your dps. The blink was nice at least.

I feel bad \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 on this game, as I believe the devs really did put a lot of
effort into it. I liked the whole survival aspect, and the survival perks\/talents were a neat feature. Generally speaking though,
the game feels very crude and there's no wonder, surprise nor excitement, at least for me.. Im only about 2 hours in and im
taking my time but this is a great little horror title and sits proudly in my collection.
you jump right into the action , late night at the office and then\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gets real. the sound
and environment is done very well and keeps you on the edge of you seat and the environment feels quite claustrophobic only
adding to the suspense.

ive noticed a few little in game bugs that need tweaking such as dissapearing shadows and some parts of the game being
ridicously dark (1 in particular) etc but nothing game breaking and im sure itll be fixed soon. this is a superb title for the price.
just hope its not too short!

loving it so far. i wouldn't play this game just yet, wait til it is completed more. all you can do right now is play bowling and talk
to others.it looks like it will be a decent game when completed.. That moment when you accidentaly delete your save file while
having the game set in Russian because you where trying to get the 3rd Shadow Ending. Seriously, who ever thought it was a
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good idea to put the 'reset game' button right above the 'language' button? And how was I supposed to know it would delete my
save file? I don't speak \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Russian.

Don't get wrong the game has some witty jokes and references here and there, but it also has a lot grammatical errors and
misspellings. And yes, game devs, we can see through your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wannabe
American writing that the game script was written by a Russian. And the subtle Putin jokes weren't even that bad, but making
references to Chuck Norris and Saw? They are memes that have been dead for years. Could you really not think of some more
iconic references for this generation?

The game also has a pretty small gameplay to fun ratio. It's gonna be fun for the first 1-2 hours but it's going to get really dull
when you're just gonna be going through the options trying to figure out how to get a specific ending, which is especially
difficult since a lot of the choices are just filler and they don't really matter. You're porbably gonna have to resort to using a
walkthrough (thank god there is one), and the gameplay will just turn into a small grind for endings.

It's very much like the Impossible Quiz except there are multiple endings and the references aren't so clever.

Don't recommend buying it unless it's a sale, the game's just not worth for what it is and the humour is mediocre at best..
Noticing that the game had issues at launch, I decided to delay purchasing untill now.

Unfortunatly this game is unplayable for me. Usng a GTX970, I7, lots of ram etc, etc, in windowed mode I count the frames
flicking over. Just entering the childs name, five letters, took over a minute, let alone buying a dress!

I have tried re-installing to differant directory and moderating frame rate through inspector, all to no avail.

Checking the forums this is a known problem in full screen, I am not sure how common this is in windowed mode. Maybe it's
just me?

Refund requested.
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the best half life 2 modification, no question. 7 Screen comes out with another psychologically based game. This one is a real
heart-breaker however. A young woman's father dies but she doesn't want to play his scavenger hunt game. Instead, she hires the
protagonist by offering to split whatever the inheritance is.
As the plot will unfold, the protagonist discovers layers of deception until finally, true to 7 Screen's form, the final layer is a
defense mechanism. Sorting out the truth of the code is what drives the plot.
Again, true to 7 Screen is the brilliance of the human mind, that it can outwit the evil seeking to subvert it. Watch as how the
protagonist plays into the mind of another to unravel evil and put it to rest.
Unfortunately, the healing aspect never occurs. Unlike in the game of The Cat Lady, where healing is actually the primary
theme, another defense mechanism takes over and wins. While the story has a happy ending, the truth is suppressed and healing
cannot occur.
This game will teach deeply about defense mechanisms but unfortunately will not teach about healing. Real healing is in the
degradation of defense mechanisms.. The game developers no longer stand behind their product.. I can not believe that this
game is even on steam? I am a little annoyed as I went off the positive feedback from steam store page. I searched for a decent
youtube video, but only one came up and it was hard to determine the quality as the youtuber had the personality of a mushroom
and barely demonstrated anything. I should have listened to my gut feeling and not bothered. How anybody could give this game
a thumbs up is beyond me and the person who compared this to xsyon, get off the gear buddy. In no way shape or form is this
game even in the same universe as xsyon prelude. What an insult!!!
I am sorry if i have offended the Developer, but really ???? WHY? HOW AND WHAT THE.....?????

Worse game I have ever played in my life!

And please dont tell me its because i dont like grind games. I have played games like xsyon & life is feudal, spent long hrs
grinding away and enjoyed every second. This game gave me a severe headache !!!! Everything from the walking mechanics,
crafting, Fps, graphics thru to the sound effects are very bad, even for an Ea access game. I have played games on Retro
machines that are better than this in every way.

There is something very awry about this???. I was hesitant to buy this game when I saw the number of poor reviews (the
majority of which seem to be before the march update), but I recently purchased it on sale for a couple of bucks and I have been
greatly enjoying it. The graphics are simplistic and old school, but that doesn't bug me as I'm more into the tycoon gameplay
aspect than cutting edge graphics. And, although there are some kinks to be worked out, overall as a _tycoon_ game I would
judge it to be pretty good for the price I purchased it at. I've certainly gotten some fun out of it.

There should definitely be more of a tutorial or guide though, as some important aspects of management are just discovered
along the way and might be missed by some players. And some of the "quests" are unclear and use words that don't match up
with item names. For example, one quest called for a "fog machine" - this ended up being the "smoke cannon" found under the
equipment tab of some themes. The inventories are different between different themes, but this can sometimes be a handicap -
like getting a quest where you have to place an object that isn't available for the theme you picked, and not being able to go back
and choose a different theme once you reach that point.

Even when not on sale, I feel the price is perfectly reasonable considering the amount of play I've gotten out of the game. I'm
hoping there will be further updates to fix some of the aforementioned issues and perhaps expand a bit, but it is also fully
playable and enjoyable as is.. Just got done playing the DEMO in SP and purchased the full game.
I am not configured to Host yet, but might try later.
Kind of worried about security and also how much performance I can provide as a host.
ATM, I loving the SP game but it took awhile to get a grip on the controls to order my squad.
Are there issues? YEs, some but not enough atm for me to worry.. Completion State:
Completed 103/104 levels, 31 with all three medals awarded (75% Steam achievements. 31 hours)

Comments:
I've never really played a bridge builder type game but do generally love building games so when I saw that Curve Digital were
helping yet another small British studio get a game out in the wild I couldn't help but pick it up. And I'm glad I did though I
didn't expect to spend quite so much time with it.

I assume most of the tools are at this point pretty rote for fans of the genre but for me the whole idea was pretty novel and
interesting. The game essentially asked me to use a limited set of supports, ramps and the like to get my little skier from one
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side of the map to another.

The levels start quite easy with fairly straightforward structures needing to be built to perhaps support a chair lift or to enable a
motorcycle to leap across a mountain crevasse but they quickly progress to a point where if I was trying to complete all goals set
by the game I had to start to think a little outside of the box.

There are three goals, represented by stars, for each level. The first is awarded for simply passing the win conditions for the
level (usually get n number of winter sports enthusiasts across the line and occasionally collect n number of specific
collectables), the second is awarded for picking up all of the gold star collectables in the level (usually only one or two) and the
third is awarded for completing the level using less resources (in currency) than the target. In most instances getting the first two
wasn't that hard once I had worked out the best method but the third can be really really tricky and I have to admit I largely gave
up on meeting these requirements on the later levels as it was simply more fun to just create a cool contraption.

Luckily getting all three goals is not in any way mandatory to move to the next level. Areas are instead simply gated by a total
number of earned stars target which is pretty generous and allowed me to unlock all areas pretty quickly. In my case I unlocked
all the areas long before I had completed even the third or fourth mountain.

It's a fun concept but I felt it slightly outstayed it's welcome in the campaign mode. I do feel though that's more on me than the
game. It feels a little silly to complain about too much content as it's all ultimately good it's just that the way the difficulty ramps
up isn't really quite what I'd like. It only really increases the complexity in a more of the same way rather than building on more
complexity layers.

Overall I'd say I enjoyed what I played and it's a solid foundation for such a small studio.. I really like Carnival Games VR as its
a great pass around party game to show off VR to others as well as being a good challenge. The games in the Alley Adventure
expansion are pretty cool, the only thing I don't like right now is the mini golf because it doesn't feel very intuitive as far as
hitting it where I want to go, sometimes it seems to veer off in one direction or another and I can't seem to get the swing right.
Perhaps this is because I'm used to another VR golf game where the mechanics feel more natural to me. I also have difficulty
with the positioning on golf.

This game annoys my dog however because I keep making a motion like throwing a ball and he keeps looking for the invisible
ball I haven't thrown. Therefore I have to stop playing and throw real balls or he gets upset.. Stylish. Rad. Brutal. Challenging.
All things that describe Ape Out, a hyper-stylized response on the opposite spectrum of Hotline Miami. Having a surrealist jazz
soundtrack responding to each and every one of your actions while you just destroy enemies through the course of four
scenarios. Loved every moment of it.

First Look/Gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxGA3zDE9xI. I really do not know what happened during the development of this game,
but the end result dictates it was something pretty disasterous. unfortunate since most other games by this dev are fantastic.
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